
Regaliz Dark Teal Cork Daisy Spiral Bracelet
Project B2037
Designer: Kat Silvia

The dark teal blue of this Regaliz cork cord evokes a 70's denim look with the Daisy and spiral beads.  I think it's time to

break out the bell bottoms again, no? 

What You'll Need

Regaliz Flat Portuguese Cork Cord 10x1.5mm - Dark Teal - Sold By The Inch

SKU: CHX-1128

Project uses 8 inches

Antiqued Brass Plated Sunflower Shaped Slider For Regaliz 10mm Flat Cork Cord

SKU: BMB-10024

Project uses 1 piece

Antiqued Brass Plated Round Spiral Slider For Regaliz 10mm Flat Cork Cord

SKU: BMB-10019

Project uses 2 pieces

Antiqued Brass Plated Smooth Rectangle Magnetic Clasp For Regaliz 10mm Flat Cork Cord - 1 Set

SKU: FCL-1620

Project uses 1 piece

Eurotool Super New Glue - Heavy Duty Adhesive - 3 Gram Bottle

SKU: XTL-1059

Project uses 1 piece

Recommended Tools: 

[XTL-5500] Cord Cutter Tool For Regaliz Cord 3 Inches Long

Instructions

These instructions make a 7.5" bracelet. The quantities given include enough flat cork to allow for an up to 8" bracelet. If you would like to make a larger

bracelet, adjust the quantity accordingly. Please also note that you will need a ruler for this project. 

1. To make this bracelet, watch the video: How to Measure and Assemble a Regaliz Flat Cork Cord Bracelet. 

2. In this video you will learn how to measure and cut the cork, add the beads, attach the clasp, and finish the bracelet. 

3. Based upon what you learned in the video, slide on one spiral bead, one daisy bead and one spiral bead.  

4. Carefully cut the excess cork away, cutting only 1/4" at a time to get the desired fit.  You can adjust as you cut a little bit at a time, placing the cord into
the ends to check the fit after each cut.
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5. Place some glue into the recess on one side of your clasp and slip one end of the cork into the recess. Allow to dry. 

6. Repeat the previous step on the other side of your bracelet. 

7. Allow all glue to dry thoroughly before wearing.
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